




In a small village in Malawi, where people had no money for lights, 

nishtfall came quickly and hurried poor farmers to bed. 

But for William, the darkness was best for dreaming. 



He dreamed of building things and taking them apart, 

like the trucks with bottle-cap wheels parked under his bed 

and pieces of radios that hed crack open and wonder, 
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His grandpa’s tales of magic also whispered in the pitch-black of his room. 

Witch planes passed through the window while ghost dancers twirled 

around the room, as if a hundred men were inside their bodies. 





At dawn in the helds. 

William scanned the maize rows tor magical bye alates 

then wonderes las a truck rumbled ere ; 

How does its « ngine make it A v4 

yy attention where eels throw that hoe!” his father shouted. 

” Ye Tenn ut etme Leis i Tole 



For all its power over dancers and flying things, : 

magic could not bring the rain. | 

Without water, the sun rose angry each morning and 

scorched the fields, turning the maize into dust. 

Without food, Malawi began to starve. 





Soon William's father gathered the children and said 
“From now on, we eat only one meal per day. Make it last.” 
In the evenings, they sat around the lantern and ate their handful, 
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_ Money also disappeared with the rain. 

“Per ani,” his father said. “lam-sorry. You will have to drop out of school.” 
. 

i | Now William stood on the road and watched the lucky students pass, 

3 a alone with the monster in his belly and the lump in his throat. 

, “ For weeks he sulked under the mango tree, 

~ until he remembered the library down the road, 

a sift from the Americans. 



He found science books filled with brilliant el eamelcess 

With his English dictionary close by, William put together 

how engines moved a ieae A eateLcs 

and how radios pulled their music from the sky. 

But the greatest picture Mae een 

taller than the tallest tree with blades like a fan. 

SFA ML aa beets 

Something to catch magic? 

Nf wly, he built the sentence: 
mV; Ht . 

indmills can produce electricity and pump water.” 





He saw the machine STE nts cool water ei meiys Are Ul ales 
thre TO the TIA islet 

turning the maize t 
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YI and Sreen, 
even when farmers’ Prayers for rain went Th answered. 
Seca? Ret more mane machine. 
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In the junk yar J, pieces appeared 

like rusted treasures in the tall grass. 

A tractor tan. Some pipe. 

And bearings and b« Its t hat required CVCTY muscle to remove, 
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After many weeks, William arranged his pieces in the dirt: 

a broken bicycle, rusted bottle caps, and plastic pipe, 

even a small generator that powered a headlight on a bike. 



For three days, he bolted, banged, and tinkered 

Jhile chickens squawked and dogs barked 

} neighbors shook their heads, saying, ri 

Whats misala doing now?” 





Standing atop, William shouted, 

“Bring it up!” << 

while the boys tugged and heaved: 

A crowd gathered below and g
azed at this strange machine 

that now leaned and wobbled like a clumsy giraffe. 

Some gigsled, others teased, but William
 waited for the wind. 



- it came, 
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With sore hands once slowed by hunger and darkness 

William connected wires to a small bulb, which flickered at first 
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WILLIAM KAMKWAMBA was born in 1987 and grew up near # e* 
3 

im 
io 
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a 
village of Wimbe, located in central Malawi. Like many people in Malawi x 

the rest of sub-Saharan Africa, William's father, Trywell, was a farmer Ty 
» = 

Kamkwambas grew a kind of white, sweet corn called maize, which they at 

for every meal in the form of porridge called nsima (pronounced SEEMA).1 
a") 

make extra money for clothes, medicine, and other essentials, they also raised. 

tobacco to sell in the capital city, Lilongwe. Because their only food came 

from the ground, any problems with the weather, or changes in the price of ™ 

seeds or fertilizer, could cause serious problems. a 

That's exactly what happened in 2001 and 2002. A severe drought kille 

most of the maize fields in Malawi, including those of William's father. Within | 4 

several months, the entire country had run out of food and began to starve— 

a terrible event known as a famine. Eating only one meal per day, William, his “J 

parents, and six sisters began losing weight. At one point, his father even went 
temporarily blind from hunger. The famine killed over ten thousand people in 4 

Malawi, including many in Wimbe. ‘> 

With no money to pay for school fees (high school in Malawiis not free like 

in America), William had to drop out. But instead of sulking around, he began 
visiting a library that was started by the American government. There he — 
found books on science, which he loved. William didn't speak good English, 
so he used dictionaries to learn the words describing the pictures that so 
intrigued him. One of the pictures was a windmill. The words said that 
windmills could produce electricity and pump water. Like most people in 

Malawi, William’s parents had no electricity. And water could be used to 
feed his father's fields. Never again would they have to depend on the rain, 
[will build a windmill, William thought. 

The pieces William used to build his windmill were a tractor fan, shock 



absorber andthe ake of a broken bicycle 

missing a wheel. For blades, he melted plastic 

pipe over a fire and flattened them, then 

carved the ir shape witha saw. Fora generator, 

he ‘used a dynamo, which is a-tiny bottle- 

shaped device that produces ‘electricity 

by turning magnets inside a coil of wire, 

something called electromagnetism. When 

the wind blew, the blades acted like pedals 

a ‘aa spun the tire, which turned the coils 

inside the dynamo and produced a current. 

Aw wire from the dynamo reached down to 

wasn’t achieved until several years later when he built his “Green Machine,” 

water in villages. 

William Kamkwamba atop his windmall, June 2007 

~ w ‘illiam’s room and powered a small lightbulb. He was fourteen years old. 

“gy Eventually, William used his windmill to charge a car battery, allowing him 

which pulled water from a small well near his home and fed his mother's garden, 

allowing her to grow vegetables year-round. In 2007, William was discovered 

by some fournslizts and invited to speak at the TED conference in Tanzania. 

Hed never been in ei airplane, or even seen the Internet. Many people were 

moved by his story and donated money to help send him back to school, and 

eventually, install a solar-powered water pump that irrigated his father’s fields, 

forever protecting them from hunger. William is now a student at Dartmouth 

College in Hanover, New Hampshire. He is studying to be an engineer and plans 

to return to Malawi to work on renewable energy for electricity and pumping 
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to power four lishtbulbs in his parents’ house. But his dream of pumping water 


